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'The Perfect Portrait Guide' is a reading for anyone seeking to take great photographs. People are by far the most popular photographic subject, yet getting that special picture often involves more than just pointing and shooting. From taking informal portraits to using backgrounds, colours and studio lighting, this book gives invaluable advice on how to get the best from models in both posed and candid portraits. Choosing lenses, film and lighting equipment;
understanding light; and mastering composition and exposition - all this is covered in 'The Perfect Portrait Guide'. It is also peppered with top professional's tips and technical know-how.
Airbrushing is a versatile and exciting art. The technique has been used for some 150 years, and is now finding ever more applications. This beautiful book explains how to use an airbrush. It looks at the fundamentals of how to get started, advises on maintenance of the tool and then gives step-by-step examples of a range of projects. With troubleshooting tips throughout, it enables you to get the most from your airbrush and create beautiful pieces with a professional finish.
Topics covered include: Technical illustration; Watercolour landscapes; Portraits; Painting scale models; Cake decorating; T-shirts and leather; Custom painting vehicles. 'To those who airbrush the joys are well known, as well of course, as the trials and tribulations of managing the instrument itself. The airbrush student has to learn significant new skills - to master not only colour and shade, but also air pressure, paint consistency and the diverse ways of masking and
shading that can help to achieve such wonderful results.' Professor Andy Penaluna. This step-by-step guide to techniques and maintenance explains how to run and maintain an airbrush and gives step-by-step examples of a range of projects. Every art or decorating form can use airbrushing including fine art, fabric printing, leatherwork and much, much more. Superbly illustrated with 399 colour photographs. Fred Crellin runs not only his own airbrushing company
specializing in custom painting, portraits and cartoons but also the Artimagination Airbrush School.
Provides practical tips for enhancing the quality of photographs by improving the picture-taking technique, including how to adjust for lighting and how to convey mood and style in the photographs.
A Cultural History of the Federal Writers' Project
The Federal Writers' Project in Indiana, 1935-1942
A Guide to Matrimonial Happiness, in a series of letters written by a Lady of distinction to her relation shortly after her marriage. [i.e. Eugenia Stanhope.] A new edition
A Guide to Spain
A Newspaper of British and Foreign Literature
Report

In The Musician's Way, veteran performer and educator Gerald Klickstein combines the latest research with his 30 years of professional experience to provide aspiring musicians with a roadmap to artistic excellence. Part I, Artful Practice, describes strategies to interpret and memorize
compositions, fuel motivation, collaborate, and more. Part II, Fearless Performance, lifts the lid on the hidden causes of nervousness and shows how musicians can become confident performers. Part III, Lifelong Creativity, surveys tactics to prevent music-related injuries and equips musicians
to tap their own innate creativity. Written in a conversational style, The Musician's Way presents an inclusive system for all instrumentalists and vocalists to advance their musical abilities and succeed as performing artists.
Now updated for 2015! The best, most comprehensive guide for writers is now revised and updated, with new sections on ebooks, self-publishing, crowd-funding through Kickstarter, blogging, increasing visibility via online marketing, micropublishing, the power of social media and author
websites, and more—making The Essential Guide to Getting Your Book Published more vital than ever for anyone who wants to mine that great idea and turn it into a successfully published book. Written by experts with twenty-five books between them as well as many years’ experience as a literary
agent (Eckstut) and a book doctor (Sterry), this nuts-and-bolts guide demystifies every step of the publishing process: how to come up with a blockbuster title, create a selling proposal, find the right agent, understand a book contract, and develop marketing and publicity savvy. Includes
interviews with hundreds of publishing insiders and authors, including Seth Godin, Neil Gaiman, Amy Bloom, Margaret Atwood, Leonard Lopate, plus agents, editors, and booksellers; sidebars featuring real-life publishing success stories; sample proposals, query letters, and an entirely updated
resources and publishers directory.
Capturing a likeness of another human being is one of the greatest and most enjoyable challenges for artists. In this guide, author and artist Barrington Barber provides an accessible introduction to portrait drawing, backed up by step-by-step demonstrations and inspiring examples. Starting
with the proportions of the head and how to measure it accurately, you will learn to closely observe your sitter's features and build up a convincing likeness. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Essential Guides to Drawing are practical books for artists who wish to improve their skills in a particular
subject area. The series covers Animals, Landscapes, Perspective & Composition, Portraits, Still Life and Landscapes.
How to Write It, Sell It, and Market It . . . Successfully
A Hand-Book for Travellers on the Continent: being a guide through Holland, Belgium, Prussia, and Northern Germany, and along the Rhine, from Holland to Switzerland ... By John Murray III. With an index map
The Essential Guide to Lesbian and Gay Wedding Photography
Disney Princess The Essential Guide New Edition
Captured by the Light
Jeff Smith's Senior Portrait Photography Handbook
DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "A Guide to the Exhibition of English Medals" by British Museum. Department of Coins and Medals, Herbert A. Grueber. DigiCat Publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully
reproduced for republishing in a new modern format. The books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature.
IMAGINE THE ADVANTAGE YOU’D HAVE IF ONE OF THE WORLD’S TOP WEDDING SHOOTERS SHARED HIS SECRETS WITH YOU World-renowned wedding photographer, and one of the most widely acclaimed instructors in the industry today, David Ziser brings his no-nonsense, straight-to-the-point teaching style to a
book that totally rewrites the rules for how wedding photography is taught. This groundbreaking new book is the first of its kind to focus on the exact areas that wedding photographers have been begging a top pro like David to cover, including how to create professional quality light and
beautiful images in every situation, how to compose wedding images that sell, and how to create amazing images in the limited time and at the fast pace of a wedding. But David doesn’t just stop there. He covers every aspect of what today’s brides and wedding couples want from a wedding
photographer, including poses that work every time and can’t-miss lighting setups you can use again and again, and everything is laid out in a brilliant step-by-step method that makes learning these techniques so easy, you’ll be able to pull off these same looks yourself (without spending
thousands on expensive equipment). Plus, the book is packed with David’s tricks of the trade that he’s picked up in a career shooting all over the world. LEARN HOW THE PROS REALLY DO IT Each year David trains thousands of photographers on how to shoot weddings like a pro. He knows the problems
and challenges today’s wedding photographers face, and that’s exactly what he covers in this book. You’ll learn everything on the list here and much more: Professional posing and composition tips Simple on-location lighting setups that are specially designed for the wedding photographer How to
get gorgeous images using a minimal amount of time and equipment Creative lighting techniques that anyone can use to create dramatic wedding portraits that will set you apart David’s own camera settings and lens selections (which lenses to use when, and why), and how to get the best results
with your existing gear How pros use on- and off-camera f lash, and a host of tricks of the trade that will make you more profitable and have you delivering the type of wedding shots you’ve always dreamed of! Plus, the book includes the complete cover-to-cover layout from one of David’s
wedding album designs to help spark your creative juices and give you ideas to take your own layouts to the next level. The wedding photography industry has been waiting for a landmark book that would become “the book” that finally changes everything, and that’s exactly what you’ll be getting
with the purchase of this book.
Thinking of starting a photography business...Maybe you already have? This book will guide you through the basics of starting your business right, creating marketing materials from promotions to portfolios and websites that get you noticed, working through financial management that includes
pricing, accounting and taxes and deal with the legal matters of contracts, copyright and other concerns of a professional photography business. If you want your photography business to be professional and be on the road to success, this book is a great place to start.Part 1 - Getting
StartedPart 2 - Getting NoticedPart 3 - Financial ManagementPart 4 - Legal Matters Part 5 - Extras
The Luminous Portrait
A Guide To Digital Portrait Photography.
The Bookseller
Disney Villains: A Portrait of Evil
A Guide to Victorian & Edwardian Portraits
The Musician's Way : A Guide to Practice, Performance, and Wellness
Reproduction of the original: A Guide To the Exhibition of English Medals by Herbert A. Grueber
Everything you need to know to paint faces and figures. Eight professional artists share proven techniques and time-tested advice for painting everyone's favorite subject—people. Favorite color mixes, tips on lighting your subject, strategies for creative cropping, advice for getting the eyes "just right"—it's all here, along with other valuable
lessons and expert know-how to make the people in your artwork expressive, engaging and "real." This is the very best instruction culled from North Light's most popular books on the subject, making it the definitive guide on drawing and painting people. Features comprehensive coverage of: Traditional half- and full-length portraits as well as
people in landscape settings. A range of popular media—including oil, acrylic, watercolor and colored pencil—along with a rundown on tools and materials for each. Portraying various ages and ethnicities. Color—from specific color mixes for achieving a realistic range of skin tones and hair colors, to color harmonies for dynamic portraits.
Essential keys to stronger designs. Making the most of value, light, shading, line, cast shadows and more. The entire process—from taking reference photos to secrets for capturing the essence of your subject—is outlined with numerous illustrations and step-by-step examples, along with 15 complete painting demonstrations. This reference is
loaded with straightforward, hands-on instruction that the novice can pick up to get started, while more advanced artists will find sound methods and expert tips for taking their work to the next level.
Learn the darkest secrets of the most infamous Disney villains! This gruesome grimoire collects the deepest secrets and darkest spells of dastardly Disney villains like Maleficent, Cruella de Vil, Ursula, Mother Gothel, and Prince Hans. Look behind doors and lift secret flaps to uncover the villains’ personal keepsakes and collectibles, including
the incantation the Evil Queen summoned to poison Snow White’s apple and Doctor Facilier’s tarot cards. Stunning Original Artwork: Lavishly filled with rich and moody never-before-seen illustrations of Disney villains. The Evil Truth Behind Beloved Tales: Discover the stories and experiences that make each Disney villain uniquely evil.
Artifacts of Evil: Packed with interactive elements and keepsakes from their most devilish plots, Disney Villains: A Portrait of Evil puts the evidence of their wicked deeds right in the palm of your hand. For Disney Villains fans of all ages: Girls and boys, or women and men, Disney Villains: A Portrait of Evil will delight fans of any age.
Report of the Librarian of the State Library
The Perfect Portrait Guide
Capture the Beauty of Natural Light for Glowing, Flattering Photographs
A Guide To the Exhibition of English Medals
Airbrushing
The ability to create an effective portrait is probably the single most important skill any aspiring photographer must master. Few professional photographers, whatever their area of specialization, can hope to have a successful career without ever being called upon to create a likeness of
another person. The Portrait Photography Course is designed to build a student photographer's experience and get him or her started on a rewarding career. Detailed tutorials cover every aspect of studio and location work, from composition and psychology to complex lighting schemes, equipment
options, and digital retouching. Portfolios of exemplary images showcase individual photographers' work and demonstrate techniques explored in the tutorials, while interviews with top portrait photographers shed insight into their methodologies and philosophies. Presented and written by a
leading portrait photographer, this book is an indispensable guide to taking professional pictures.¿
This updated edition of the popular MagBook produced by the experts at Digital SLR Magazine, is the most comprehensive and useful guide for photographers of all levels looking to capture compelling landscape images. Filled with expert advice, inspirational images and authoritative gear
reviews, this publication provides all the information you'll need to become a master landscape photographer and shoot images like a pro Content: Introduction to Landscapes * Composition * Exposure *Sharpness * Lighting * Filters * Water in Landscapes * Colour * Expert Gems to Seasons *
Landscape Gear * UK Location Guide.
Most amateurs dream of taking professional-quality portraits; Steve Sint can show them how. After shooting over a million portraits, he has a wealth of knowledge to share, on everything from the basics of good composition to the fine details of advanced lighting techniques. Sint simply
delivers a complete course in digital portrait photography: he discusses set-ups and backdrops; the most flattering ways to pose both individuals and groups; tips on making the sessions fun and comfortable for everyone; and insider info on using electronic flash, both indoors and out. For
those hoping to go pro, an entire chapter offers all the nuts and bolts information needed to turn your passion into a career!
The Dial
The Essential Guide to Creating Extraordinary Wedding Photography
Comprising an Illustrated Catalogue of the Bernal Collection of Works of Art, with the Prices at which They Were Sold by Auction, and the Names of the Present Possessors. To which are Added an Introductory Essay on Pottery and Porcelain, and an Engraved List of Marks and Monograms
A Guide for Professional Digital Photographers
The Essential Guide to Children's Books and Their Creators
The Essential Guide to Landscape Photography
Upon publication, Anita Silvey’s comprehensive survey of contemporary children’s literature, Children’s Books and Their Creators, garnered unanimous praise from librarians, educators, and specialists interested in the world of writing for children. Now The Essential Guide to Children’s Books and Their Creators assembles the best of that volume in one handy, affordable reference, geared specifically to
parents, educators, and students. This new volume introduces readers to the wealth of children’s literature by focusing on the essentials — the best books for children, the ones that inform, impress, and, most important, excite young readers. Updated to include newcomers such as J. K. Rowling and Lemony Snicket and to cover the very latest on publishing and educational trends, this edition features more than
475 entries on the best-loved children’s authors and illustrators, numerous essays on social and historical issues, thirty personal glimpses into craft by well-known writers, illustrators, and critics, and invaluable reading lists by category. The Essential Guide to Children’s Books and Their Creators summarizes the canon of contemporary children’s literature, in a practical guide essential for anyone choosing a
book for or working with children.
This accessible and visually stunning guide puts Tudor and Jacobean portraits into historical context. Many of these important works are in museums and country houses across the UK, and this introductory guide invites the reader to look afresh and to understand why and how they were created.
With detailed, informative instructions for capturing personable and memorable yearbook photos, this reference presents step-by-step demonstrations on advertising, talking to clients, producing outstanding images, and finalizing a sale. Noting the delicate balance of pleasing parents and teens alike, this resource illustrates how to marry the latest fashion-oriented photography trends with the needs of the family
member who is paying for the session. A wealth of lighting and posing techniques combine with tips for analyzing the subject, choosing which features to accent and which to downplay, and creating alluring, fashionable looks that the whole family can appreciate. Emphasizing the value in allowing seniors to personalize their photos by bringing the shoot to their home or a more meaningful location, the guide also
includes suggestions for incorporating additional visual elements such as pets, musical instruments, team uniforms, best friends, or significant others.
An Easy-To-Follow Guide to Successful Portraits
Beginner's Guide to Creating Portraits
A Guide to Tudor and Jacobean Portraits
History's Wickedest Luminaries (Books About Disney Villains)
How to Photograph People
The Essential Guide to Getting Your Book Published
Get to know the Disney Princesses as you relive special moments from your favorite films. DK's updated Disney Princess: The Essential Guide is the ultimate companion to Disney's much-loved Princess movies, now featuring Merida from Brave and the latest princess to be officially inaugurated: Moana. Enter the magical worlds of Snow White, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, Ariel, Belle, Jasmine, Pocahontas, Mulan, Tiana,
Rapunzel, Merida, and Moana and find out everything you ever wanted to know about the lives, loyal friends, and fiercest enemies of your favorite Disney Princesses. With stunning artwork, readers will be transported to enchanted royal kingdoms with this irresistible book.
How well do we know our country? Whom do we include when we use the word "American"? These are not just contemporary issues but recurring questions Americans have asked themselves throughout their history--and questions that were addressed when, in 1935, the Roosevelt administration created the Federal Writers' Project (FWP) under the aegis of the Works Progress Administration. Although the immediate
context of the FWP was work relief, national FWP officials developed programs that spoke to much larger and longer-standing debates over the nature of American identity and culture and the very definition of who was an American. Hirsch reviews the founding of the FWP and the significance of its American Guide series, considering the choices made by administrators who wanted to celebrate diversity as a positive
aspect of American cultural identity. In his exploration of the FWP's other writings, Hirsch discusses the project's pioneering use of oral history in interviews with ordinary southerners, ex-slaves, ethnic minorities, and industrial workers. He also examines congressional critics of the FWP vision; the occasional opposition of local Federal Writers, especially in the South; and how the FWP's vision changed in response to the
challenge of World War II. In the course of this study, Hirsch raises thought-provoking questions about the relationships between diversity and unity, government and culture, and, ultimately, culture and democracy.
Often overshadowed by complicated lighting techniques or advanced postproduction tips, this resource seeks to remind the professional photographer of the fundamental importance of a subject's pose. Conveniently designed in two-page spreads̶a striking portrait on one side, a comprehensive how-to of the strategies used on the other̶this reference includes countless techniques for studio sessions as well as
outdoor and location shoots, with individuals or groups, male or female clients, and in sitting, standing, or lying poses. With advice from a well-known and respected professional, it covers all the basics, showing how to emphasize a client's assets and downplay perceived flaws, how to create a cohesive, engaging group photo, how to use natural elements on location to enhance an image, and how to ensure that the result
flatters the subject and adds the essential professional polish to an image.
Essential Guide to Drawing: Portraits
The Essential Guide
A Handbook for Travellers in Southern Germany; being a guide to Bavaria, Austria, Tyrol ... and the Danube from Ulm to the Black Sea ... [By John Murray III.] With an index map
A Guide to Practice, Performance, and Wellness
The New Art of Capturing Love
Public Documents of Massachusetts
Meet modern portraiture head-on with this step-by-step beginner's guide to creating stylized portrait, written by the industry's leading character designers.
The story of the New Deal program that produced the first guide to Indiana.
The Perfect Portrait GuideHow to Photograph PeopleRotovision
Portrait of America
A Guide to the Knowledge of Pottery, Porcelain, and Other Objects of Vertu
Report of the Librarian of the State Library of Massachusetts
The Portrait Photography Course
Digital Portrait Photography: Art, Business and Style
Learning the Essentials and Developing Your Own Style
The Victorians and Edwardians believed passionately in the historical importance of their age and wanted to record the great figures of their time. During Queen Victoria's reign (1837-1901) Britain became the world's first industrialised commercial power. This wealth, combined with the prestige of the British empire, created an extraordinary source of patronage for portraiture, and a legacy that includes the world's first dedicated gallery of
portraits - the National Portrait Gallery, London. This informative and accessible guide reveals an astonishing range of styles,techniques and subjects from the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. Illustrations and engaging commentaries on sitters, from Charles Darwin to Virginia Woolf, shed light on the various ways in which people chose to be presented - wherever possible using the actual words of the artists, photographers and their
subjects themselves. Although Edward VII's reign lasted for less than a decade (1901-10), he oversaw not only the growth of a more democratic state, but also the development of art education and training for women artists. The Edwardian sitters featured in this book reveal the changing society that came to influence twentieth-century British portraiture.
"This first guide to posing and sensitively capturing same-sex couples on their wedding days equips semi-pro and professional wedding photographers to serve the exciting LGBT wedding photography market"-A reference for wedding and portrait photographers as well as amateur shutterbugs of any experience level demonstrates how to maximize natural lighting for the best effects, drawing on the expertise of an award-winning wedding photographer to outline specific techniques. By the author of Wedding Photography Unveiled. Original.
Drawing and Painting People
Portrait Painting With Classical Old Masters Techniques- a Guide to Using the Venetian Methods
A Guide to the Exhibition of English Medals
Creating a Hoosier Self-portrait
An Essential Guide to the Business of Photography
Photographing People
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